
”There’s an infinite number of the possibilities of using our 

gyroplanes. These machines are light, fast, reaching places 

inaccessible to cars or human feet.”

- Artur Trendak



WHY 
gyroplanes

Gyroplanes do not stall
When flying airplane and descending airspeed at a specific moment stall occurs which results in rapid loss of lift force. 

It is possible to regain airspeed and lift by moving the joystick forward and initiate dive of an airplane but only if 

enough altitude is provided. Otherwise, in low altitude flight, it ends up with catastrophe.

Gyroplane, unlike the airplane, cannot stall in a classic manner. Its “wings”- the rotor blades rotate with 350-400 rpm 

and when speed is reduced below minimal the rotor will remain spinning which results in slow and calm altitude 

descend. With a proper pilotage it’s possible to safely land or return to a steady flight.

Gyroplanes do not spin

As gyrocopter do not stall, it’s impossible to spin with its’ rotor in motion.

Aircrafts starts to spin when one wing stalls and second one not.

Gyroplanes can fly safely with very low speed

but with strong wind it can appear to hover, which is useful for observation.

Minimum flight speed required to maintain altitude is around 60 km/h

Gyroplanes have low sensitivity to strong wind and turbulance

Gyroplanes can be used in very difficult atmospheric conditions when powered hang gliders and other fixed wing 

ultralights are grounded in the hangar.

Moreover strong wind can be used to play with the gyro obtaining extremely short take-off distance or hovering 

impression.

Thanks to fast spinning blade (speed on the blade tip is about 200 m/s) rotor is insensitive to wind gust.
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We have been producing 

gyroplanes since 2006

To this day, hundreds of gyroplanes in different 

models have left our plant.

The engineering team in the research and 

development department is using latest computer 

simulation techniques and CAD for continouns 

improvement of the quality and performnace of our 

machines. 

Teamwork is our basic principle. We believe the 

perfect product can be formed only through 

cooperation of many specialists in various fields who 

contribute to the common achievement.

AVIATION AT employs its own experts, but also works 

closely together with other companies, research 

institutions, external advisors and designers. The sum 

of knowledge, experience and innovation brings 

together the unmatched resuts.

Handmade to a significant extent,  gyroplanes 

require traditional craft skills to provide the highest 

quality and attention to every detail. Experienced, 

reliable craftsmen working in the company for many 

years are the best guarantee of achieving perfection.

Our gyrocopters have won international awards in Microlight Championship

     World Championship 2016    - 2nd place, 3rd place , 4th place

   European Championship 2017  - 1st place, 2nd place, 3rd place

   World Championship 2018  - 1st place, 2nd place, 3rd place

European Championship 2019        - 1st place, 2nd place

Expansion map of AAT gyroplanes export
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USABILITY 
of gyroplanes
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PATROLLING



PATROLLING





Border Patrolling

Gyroplanes are flexible and lightweight.

They are effective in patrolling border lines, farms 

and national parks.

Coast Guard Patrolling
Possible gyroplane with floats with an aqueous 

breeze resistant propeller.
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AGRICULTURE



AGRICULTURE





Agro Spraying

Easy and quick assembly/disassembly of the  

AGRO equipment on the gyroplane. Possible fine 

spray from small to big droplet size. The 

effectiveness of spraying up to 250 acres/hour 

flight (for example efficiency spray about 3 l/ha)

Compared with ground equipment, 

spraying is much more efficient:

100
0% damages

hectars/hour

caused by the wheels
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FIREGUARDS
Recognition of forest complex threats, providing information on outbreaks of fire.
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Military Patrolling

Possibility of carrying skydivers. Gyroplane can be 

also equipped with observation equipment, 

measurement equipment, thermal imaging 

cameras, cameras and other military equipment.

Defensive Systems
We are able to customize each gyroplane model 

to different types of weapons.

Sniper training
Adaptability of the gyroplane for sniper training. 

Lowers the costs of training up to 50%.
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POLICE
OPERATIONS



POLICE
OPERATIONS





Maintaining public security and order during mass 

events risks as well as during a special level of 

government security and celebrations, including 

VIP visits. 

Detection of stolen goods, temporary warehouses 

and other facilities related to the commission of 

offenses placed in hard to reach areas (mountainous 

terrain, forest). 

Detection of crimes related to theft of fuel from 

pipelines, warehouses and equipment elements of 

the railway and energy networks. 

For missing persons corpses, fugitives from the 

prison, temporaryinmates. Rescue arising from 

catastrophes and natural disasters (for example: 

lifeguard can be quickly delivered at the scene of 

an accident or some food or rescue kit can be 

dropped to the flood victims).

Thermal Camera Air Searching  

Police Operations
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LAND 
SURVEING



LAND 
SURVEING





Making measurements from photographs, 

especially for recovering the exact positions of 

surface points. Moreover, it may be used to 

recover the motion pathways of designated 

reference points located on any moving object, 

components and in the immediately adjacent 

environment. Photogrammetry may employ  

remote sensing in order to detect, measure and 

record complex 2-D and 3-D motion fields.

Photogrammetry

Scanning And Mapping 

The Area (orthophotomaps)

Multispectral and hyperspectral survey with 

scanners and  cammeras.

Possibility of installation hypertonic scanner.

Remote Sensing
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LEISURE





Pure Joy of Piloting

Nothing can be compared to the emotions that 

piloting your own craft can give. Freedom and 

mental relief will accompany you as soon as you 

take off. The desire to be free from Earth and be 

able to fly freely has captured human’s 

imaginations for as long as the time remembers. 

With our machines, now it’s easier than ever 

before. 

Photography and Filming

Taking pictures from the sky cannot be replaced 

with any photomanipulation. Even though many 

stock photos are taken from drones, a great 

number of professionals still choose to take 

pictures form a gyroplane.
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TWiSTAiR 2.0

Performance

Two seater tandem gyrocopter. The design was followed by 

countless hours of consultancy with mechanics, test pilots, and 

future users of the machine. New Twistair will be available in 

three options: naked with the front window only, semi-opened 

and full body kit with all the cockpit covered. Especially the 

opened version of this gyro gives exceptional experiences and 

lets you feel the speed extremely intensely.

Minimum speed 

Cruise speed

Maximum speed

Vne

Glide ratio

Rate of climb

Theaoretical max. range

Endurance in hours

Fuel consumption

Operational ceiling

Min distance landing

Min distance T.O. (4)

30 km/h

120 km/h

145 km/h 

160 km/h

4.5 m/s

3

80 m

0-5 m

4000 m

18 l/h

5.5 h 

660 km

INNOVATIVE AIRCRAFT WITH CONVERSION OF CARRIERS

The overall goal of the project is to develop two new flying structures in one, 

organized and concentrated process of creating experimental components, 

their research, integration into flying structures and testing at the level of new 

aviation products. The actions are ambitious because they involve offering flying 

equipment combining the values   of gyroplanes and hang gliders in one 

converted product and only thanks to the extensive experience of the company 

and external funding it is possible to carry them out in a relatively short time 

before larger and richer foreign competitors start implementing the same idea. 

The structure considered in the design, for over 1000 types of light / ultralight 

equipment offered in world catalogs, has no equivalent. It is therefore an 

innovation at a global level. For the needs of the project, the name "Wirolotnia" 

was adopted for her. Due to future commercialization, it is expedient to offer 

Wirolotnia in the market in two variants A and B, differing in the level of solutions, 

and thus also the target recipient. In the case of AAT, the base will be gyroplanes, 

in the production, testing and operation of which the company belongs to a 

group of world leaders.

Technical Data

* Predicted technical data
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Diameter 

Rotor

Diameter 

Propeller 

8,4 m / 8,6 m / 8,8 m  

Trendak & Son aluminium 

1740 mm (68.5 in)

DUC/Kaspar (KA-2/3) i DUCa

Fuel capacity 

Static thrust 

Fuel supply system 

Starter 

Power

Configuration 

Engine 

Max take-off weight 

Max payload 

Empty weight (no options) 

Wheel diameter    

Cockpit dimensions   

100 l 

-

2 x Carburetors 

Electric 

100 hp / 122 hp / 135 hp

Boxer 4 cylinders 4T 

Rotax 912 / Rotax 912 ULT

560 kg (1235 lb) *

300 kg (662 lb) *

260 kg (573 lb) *

350 mm (13,78")

0.85 m  
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TAiFUN
a limo among gyroplanes
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Performance

TaiFun

Latest gyroplane in AVIATION AT family. Side by side, two 

seater. Designed for pilots who appreciate more luxurious 

interiors and modern design. The aerodynamic shape of 

machine and latest Rotax engine with fuel injectors helps to get 

the best performance through all AVIATION Artur  Trendak 

gyroplanes.

210 km/h

190 km/h 

700 km

5 h 

20 l/h

5 m

4500 m

100 m

6,1 m/s

3

160 km/h

40 km/hMinimum speed 

Cruise speed

Operational ceiling

Min distance landing

Fuel consumption

Theaoretical max. range

Min distance T.O. (4)

Glide ratio

Rate of climb

Vne

Maximum speed

Endurance in hours

Technical Data
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Kaspar KA-2/3 

1740 mm (68.5 in) 

Trendak & Son aluminium 

8,4 m / 8,6 m / 8,8 m  

55.38 m2 / 58 m2 / 60 m2 

Propeller 

Diameter 

Rotor

Diameter 

Rotor surface area 

1,4 m 

350 mm (13,78")

285 kg (628 lb)

260 kg (573 lb) 

560 kg (1234,6 lb) 

AAT 912 RSTi

Boxer 4 cylinders 4T

140 hp

Electric

Turbo + Injection system 

280 kg (617.29 lb) 

80 L

Cockpit dimensions   

Wheel diameter    

Empty weight (no options) 

Max payload 

Max take-off weight 

Engine 

Configuration 

Power

Starter 

Fuel supply system

Static thrust 

Fuel capacity 

Technical Data
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Tercel

Innovative and technologically advanced 2-seat, side-by-side 

gyrocopter. Its fully closed, spacious interior beautifully finished 

with high quality materials and accessories as well as equipped 

with top level avionics. With its great in-flight handling you will 

enjoy bird’s-eye view thanks to extraordinary visibility from the 

cabin.

Thanks to its excellent performance Tercel has won 

international awards:

World Championship 2016:          

European Championship 2017:     

World Championship 2018:          

European Championship 2019: 

Performance

5 m

210 km/h

7,1 m/s

195 km/h 

160 km/h

40 km/h

3

85 m

4500 m

18 l/h

6 h 

800 km

Fuel consumption

Endurance in hours

Theaoretical max. range

Operational ceiling

Min distance T.O. (4)

Min distance landing

Rate of climb

Glide ratio

Minimum speed 

Cruise speed

Maximum speed

Vne

2nd place, 3rd place, 4th place

1st place, 2nd place, 3rd place

1st place, 2nd place, 3rd place

1st place, 2nd place



Technical Data
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1,25 m 

350 mm (13,78"")

285 kg (628 lb)

240 kg (521 lb) 

650kg (1433 lb) 

AAT 912 RSTi 

4 flat cylinders 4T

140 hp 

Electric

Turbo + Injection system 

280 kg (617.29 lb) 

120 L

Cockpit dimensions   

Wheel diameter    

Empty weight (no options) 

Max payload 

Max take-off weight 

Engine

Configuration 

Power

Starter 

Fuel supply system

Static thrust 

Fuel capacity 

Propeller 

Diameter 

Rotor

Diameter 

Rotor surface area 

Kaspar KA-2/3 

1740 mm (68.5 in) 

Trendak & Son aluminium 

8,4 m / 8,6 m / 8,8 m  

55.38 m2 / 58 m2 / 60 m2 
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Taurus

Multipurpose gyro. It is a bigger brother of TERCEL. It has got 

three seats in 1 + 2 configuration. You can configure it as you 

want for your individual purpose. We offer an opened floor so 

that you can mount a scanner, photo camera or other optical 

equipment safely and properly.

Performance

50 km/h

140 km/h

170 km/h 

210 km/h

4,1 m/s

3

150 m

15 m

4000 m

20-25 l/h

3,5 h

450 km

Minimum speed 

Cruise speed

Maximum speed

Vne

Rate of climb

Glide ratio

Min distance T.O. (4)

Min distance landing

Operational ceiling

Fuel consumption

Endurance in hours

Theaoretical max. range



Technical Data
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T6
one huge gyroplane
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T6 

Project under development.

The biggest gyroplane in the world that has ever flown.

Performance

70 km/h

140 km/h

195 km/h 

210 km/h

5 m/s

-

-

-

4500 m

40 l/h

3,5 h

525 km

Minimum speed 

Cruise speed

Maximum speed

Vne

Rate of climb

Glide ratio

Min distance T.O. (4)

Min distance landing

Operational ceiling

Fuel consumption

Endurance in hours

Theaoretical max. range

Technical Data

-

-

700 kg (1543 lb)

500 kg (1102 lb)

1200 kg (2645 lb)

2x Rotax 912RSCi

4 flat cylinders 4T

2 x 144 hp - two engines

Electric

Injection + compressor

-

2 x 75 l

Cockpit dimensions   

Wheel diameter    

Empty weight (no options) 

Max payload 

Max take-off weight 

Powerplant 

Configuration 

Power

Starter 

Intake 

Static thrust 

Fuel capacity 
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AAT Support Department

Our company employs over 50 people. Qualified pilots, mechanics,  

technical support and sales advisers. If you have any question   

please let us know. 

WE KEEP YOU FLYING!

A prestigous service for AAT gyrocopters. Our clients service 

is carefully adjusted to individual needs. With any kind   

of questions in therms of machines' servicing or AAT offer, 

we recommend a direct contact with our advisors at:  

+48 46 856 52 24 or email: office@trendak.eu



Configuration:

Find out more about availability of the equipment and assemble your 

own gyroplane according to individual preferences on our website:

www.trendak.eu 

Dealers:

AAT agents are wating for your visit. We will be pleased to be helpful 

and answer all your questions. Find the closest agent on our website:

www.trendak.eu
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